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OCTOBER 2022 UPDATE
Dear Stitchers,
For knitters and crocheters, there’s no better time than fall to celebrate our own
personal style. With a noticeable chill in the air, the change of season is a perfect time to
pick up our knitting needles or crochet hook to play with feel-good fibers, warm layers and
cozy textures. Easy layers, all day, every day!
As one of our October highlights, Kathy’s Kreations will host a YOUGHIOGHENY YARNS
trunk show featuring fantastic hand-dyed yarns from local artisan/dyer Keri Fosbrink
during September 27—October 15, 2022 (yep, that’s right through Fort Ligonier Days!).
Keri has been creating small batch hand-dyed yarns in her home dye studio since 2015, and
is our featured instructor for Fall Fling 2022, which kicks off our line-up of October events.
Keri has included a selection of projects from sweaters to scarves to showcase her lovely
fibers.
What projects do you like to knit for fall? Many of our customers like the feel of
natural fibers flying through their fingers — merino wool, cashmere blends, alpaca, all so
cozy! It’s sweater weather and we have several fun pullovers to spark your creativity.
Layers are also important as cooler weather approaches, so think ponchos, shawls, scarves,
cowls and hats. Fall weather seems to have arrived right on cue this year, so bundle up.
As always, we are crazy for cables, tweeds, hand dyed yarn and textures!
It’s officially the fall season, so enjoy cozying up with plenty of warm and woolly yarns,
fun projects, helpful tools, and good company! We hope that our take on fresh fall classics
will spark your creativity and imagination. Express yourself with your stitches from head to
toe, because fall is fabulous!
IT’S “FALL INTO FABULOUS!” MONTH!
All regularly-priced, in stock DREAM IN COLOR YARNS
are 10% off during October 2022
STORE HOURS
OPEN 10:00 am—4:00 pm Monday through Saturday; closed most Sundays
extended hours for Fort Ligonier Days October 14, 15, and 16, 2022
Open Fall Fling Sunday, October 2, 2022 12:30 pm—2:00 pm
We accept MasterCard, VISA, Discover, American Express, Apple Pay, Google Pay, Tap & Pay
Private knitting, crocheting lessons & “help” available by appointment
Finishing services & gift cards available
Mail orders available — no order too small!
Shopping at Kathy’s Kreations has never been easier!
COME IN - CALL US - LOG ON
Like us, follow us, and share us on Facebook (Kathy’s Kreations; Ligonier, PA),
“We Love Kathy’s” on Ravelry, #kathyknitz on Instagram
Find us at our Ligonier Valley Chamber of Commerce Member Page
e-mail kathyknitz@gmail.com
please visit our website https://www.kathys-kreations.com

©Emma’s Yarn

*** GREAT NEW STUFF ***
Get that fall feeling! If you are looking for new fall projects, take a
look at our roundup, which includes sweaters, cowls, shawls, hats, and
more! The days are cooler, the nights are getting longer, and it’s the
perfect time of year to plan your next makes, whether it’s for your
wardrobe or a head start on holiday gifts. To help set the mood, here
are cozy fall yarns and pattern ideas that you’ll want to cast on right
after taking that first sip of your favorite hot beverage on movie night…
Trick or Treat! EMMA’S YARN October 2022 Crazy Beautiful Club selection is like dancing
in a pumpkin patch! Squash-y oranges, golds and greens with playful pops of purple-y pinks
and teal are showcased, with the addition of neutral speckles throughout to tie everything
together and match your favorite fall jacket. Available on bases “Practically Perfect
Sock” ($28.50, 100 grams, 400 yards, 80% superwash merino/20% nylon, CYCA #2) and “Super
Silky” ($31.00 100 grams, 400 yards, 80% superwash merino/20% silk, CYCA #2, shown upper
left)...
MADELINE TOSH October 2022 Hue of the Moment, Frontier Stars, is inspired by and pays
tribute to the Women of the West. The soft shade features speckles and prairie pastels of
pink and aqua ($29.95, shown on base “Tosh Sock”, 395 yards, 100% superwash merino, CYCA
#2, shown page 5, lower left)...

© Youghiogheny Yarns

We are featuring a trunk show of gorgeous and beautiful hand-dyed YOUGHIOGHENY
YARNS through Fort Ligonier Days. Yarn in this collection include:
—- “Woolly Yak” $30.00, 100 grams, 435 yards, 20% yak/70% superwash merino, CYCA #2
—- “Yough Sport” $27.00, 100 grams, 325 yards, 100% superwash merino, CYCA #3
—- “Highlands DK” $28.00, 100 grams, 230 yards, 85% superwash merino/15% NEP, CYCA #3
—- “Highlands Sock” $29.00, 100 grams, 435 yards, 85% superwash merino/15% NEP, CYCA
#2
—- “Yough Bulky” $26.00, 100 grams, 105 yards, 100% superwash merino, CYCA #5
—- “Yough DK” $26.00, 100 grams, 230 yards, 100% superwash merino wool, CYCA #3
—- “Fluffy Stuff” $30.00, 50 grams, 328 yards, 74% baby suri alpaca/26% silk, CYCA #1
Model garments worked in these yarns are on display, and patterns are available to
purchase through Kathy’s Kreations as a Ravelry Pro download yarn shop:
—- I See Spring $7.00 Joji Locatelli’s loose-fitting relaxing pullover with interesting eyelet
detail at the neckline
—- (no need to) Panic sweater $8.00 Casapinka’s pullover sweater designed with new knitters
in mind, short and long-sleeved versions
—- Longline Cardigan $7.00 Another gem from Joji Locatelli, a dream cardigan with long
flattering lines that will go with anything in your wardrobe. With its wide rib collar and
simple lines, it’s perfect to show off any yarn but especially good for beautiful hand-dyed
ones
—- Cozy Cabled Hat $4.00 Keri’s unisex pattern with thick, cozy cables covering a basic hat
perfect for gifting or keeping. This hat knits up quickly with one skein any color of Yough
DK or Highlands DK
—- Fluff and Stuff Hat $3.00 One skein of Yough DK and one skein of Fluffy
Stuff are knit together to create a wonderfully soft and sumptuous fabric
in Keri’s simple, slouchy hat design
—- Cariad Hat $6.20 Beautiful adult cabled hat with a perfect column of
cabled hearts worked in the round with a light bulky weight wool
—- Waffling Hat & Cowl Set $3.00 Keri’s simple, unisex hat and cowl set with
a thermal texture, knits up quickly with 1 skein of yarn (that’s Keri
modeling it at right!)

When knitters make a gift for someone they care about, it’s a joy to select materials,
and enjoy the relaxing pleasure of knitting. The Westerly hat by TIN CAN KNITS is delightful
($6.00, Ravelry Pro download available through Kathy’s Kreations, shown page 7 lower
right)! With a few simple timeless cables with DK weight yarn, this cozy hat is sized for big
or little loved ones, from newborns to baby, toddlers to child, and adult small to adult
large. Ask to see our shop model in progress with Berroco “Arno” ($12.50, 50 grams, 159
yards, 57% cotton/43% merino, CYCA #3)…
Fill your workspace with knitting and crocheting notions that are as beautiful as they are
functional. These tools will help turn your works-in-progress into prized finished objects:
—-Sharp scissors are a must to keep handy in your project bag! BOHIN FRANCE novelty
scissors with whimsical unicorn handles ($7.50) are colorful and easy to find when you
need them…
—-SUSAN BATES “Handi Tool” ($2.50) always comes to your rescue to pick up dropped
stitches, pick out knots, tease out mistakes, hold extra stitches, do double duty as a
cable stitch holder, and is generally useful!
—-LEMONWOOD acrylic needle gauges ($15.00) custom tooled for Kathy’s Kreations with our
logo and whimsical stitch markers in tin with logo magnet ($13.50)...
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They’re the pick of the patch! KNITTING AT KNOON Fall Pumpkins ($2.95 pattern,
shown page 8, upper left) are easy-to-knit, clever seasonal autumn decor. Make a bunch to
deck your harvest table, or to take as a hostess gift. Directions are given in two heights, 31/2” and 5”. Our shop sample, knit by Kathy with MADELINETOSH “TML Triple Twist”
($29.95, 130 yards, 100% superwash merino, CYCA #4) includes modifications to add
textured detail for a “ribs” (the indented ridges running from top to bottom on the outside
of a pumpkin)…
Whisky, Neat by Thea Colman of BABY COCKTAILS, is a cozy pullover featuring a delicate
cable detail around the hem ($8.00 pattern, shown lower left, Ravelry Pro download available through Kathy’s Kreations). Once the cable detail is complete, ribs extend upwards into
the body, ending in a subtly staggered pattern on the yoke. Simple moments on this
sweater are what stands out, and it is an amazingly relaxing knit! We
recommend BERROCO “Mercado” yarn with its soft halo and rustic feel for
this pattern ($11.95, 100 grams, 164 yards, 100% Peruvian Highland wool,
CYCA #4 ).
Whisky, Neat is worked seamlessly from the bottom up, with raglan
shaping and short rows to shape the yoke. There are many spots in the
design where you can modify the fit — length, body circumference, yoke
depth, neckline shaping and sleeves are all easily adapted for your body.
Pattern includes notes for modification and cable instructions are both
charted and written out...

© Casapinka

*** MORE GREAT NEW STUFF ***
The Clinkerbell Cowl ($6.00, shown right, Ravelry Pro download) — isn’t
that a wonderful name for an icicle?! — uses a simple, sweet set of textured
stitches to show off your favorite DK speckled or variegated yarn. This
CASAPINKA design was inspired by Christmas lights shining through icicles,
which is a reminder that we all need to start holiday gift knitting projects
soon! The pattern is written for 2 sizes — we have just received a shipment
of DREAM IN COLOR “Cosette DK” ($34.50, 4 oz., 270 yards, 70% superwash
merino wool/20% cashmere/10% nylon, CYCA #3) and one skein is all you
need for this project...

© Joji Locatelli

*** OCTOBER 2022 KNIT-ALONG ***
Mary Lou F recommended The Lone Skein by Joji Locatelli for our
October knit along($6.00, Ravelry Pro download available through Kathy’s
Kreations, shown left), as it makes a great gift and is the perfect answer
to what to knit with that gorgeous one of-a-kind skein that you’ve
dreamed of making into something magical.
A one-skein shawl is such a pretty thing to make. They are always
worthy of our finest treasured yarns, they yield almost instant gratification and they are, truly, the most fun accessories to spice up your daily
wardrobe. This simple crescent shaped shawl can be knit with just 1 skein of fingering (sock
weight) yarn. It alternates bands of slipped stitches, garter stitch and short rows. The
crescent is asymmetrical (it’s longer towards one side) and its characteristic shape is
achieved by working increases over the edges. Ask to see our shop sample knit by Stacey
Rivera in RIVER RAT “Yak” yarn.
It’s the neck’s best thing! The Twenty-Two Cowl, a new design recently released by
CASAPINKA ($7.00, Ravelry Pro download available through Kathy’s Kreations, shown lower
right), is a two-skein fingering weight cowl worked with any two contrasting shades and a US
size 4 needle, 16” circular. Perfect for a solid and a variegated, this warming piece would
make a great gift for a good friend or a fashion statement for you. Kathy’s cowl in progress
is being knit with EMMA’S YARN ”Super Silky” in colorways Rainbowfish and Heliotrope
($28.50 each, 80% superwash merino/20% nylon, 100 grams, 400 yards, CYCA #2).
Please join us in person every Friday throughout October 2022 from 10:00 am—2:00 pm
to work on these, or any other projects purchased here at Kathy’s Kreations. If you can’t
join us in person, follow our progress and posts on our Ravelry page, We Love Kathy’s; Instagram (#kathyknitz) or Facebook (Kathy’s Kreations; Ligonier, PA)...

©Casapinka

*** UPCOMING CLASSES ***
Karen McCullough’s “Let’s Knit” class series continues on Tuesday, October 4, 2022,
1:00 pm—3:00 pm. The featured project is Casapinka’s The Snark-o-Meter ($12.00 Ravelry
download pattern). This was originally our Summer 2021 Mystery Knit Along. The pattern is
in clue form because it isn’t just a knitting pattern; it is an experience of drink recipes, life
advice from a cat named Sharon from Security, and lots of snark. This class will be worked
in sections each month. It will be winding down soon, but it’s not too late to join in the
fun!
The Snark-o-Meter is a design for a rectangular shawl with lots of different textures and
a potpourri of pattern stitches, approximately 20” wide and approximately 64” long. It’s
quite adaptable for length. You will need four skeins of fingering weight yarn (approx. 375
yards each) and US size 4 and 6 needles, 24” or longer. One or two variegated skeins are
just fine, and all four as speckles are fine as well. Color B should be tonal, solid, fades or
speckled, but not variegated. Single ply will also work, but you will need to size down a
couple of needle sizes. Also, if you have more than four colors, this lends itself to that
beautifully. Skill level is intermediate beginner. Class fee is $20.00 plus purchase of
Ravelry download pattern and yarn.
Our Building Blocks class series with instructor Karen McCullough
resumes on September 20, 2022, 1:00 pm—3:00 pm. In lace knitting, decreases are used to
create many decorative possibilities. This session features “Advanced Decreases”, specifically the central double decrease (CDD), working three
stitches together resulting in one stitch that lies vertically with no lean.
This series will be wrapping up soon, and Karen will discuss assembling the
squares into a beautiful afghan, as well as final steps in
completing the project. Karen is available for "help" and one-on-one private
knit or crochet lessons by appointment…

*** KNITTING TIPS AND TRICKS ***
The gauge swatch is a “test drive” for the yarn and needles. You can see how a yarn
“works” in a swatch (ex., do the stitches show up properly?). The test swatch is not only for
gauge but to check for washability and colorfastness. You can try different size needles and
or different types of needles to obtain the correct gauge. You can keep the swatch as a
record or for mending. Put yarnovers in the swatch to show the size of the needle used or tie
knots in the tail. You can sew swatches together to make a blanket or tote bag. Even if you
never check your gauge when making afghans or shawls where exact size is not so important,
it’s a must when making a garment. Make a gauge swatch that is at least 6” square, and
measure over the center 4”. Don’t hesitate to change needle size to get the correct gauge.
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Mark the right side of your garment with a split marker or locking marker.
When you stop knitting and then pick up your work again, the yarn should always be on
the right hand needle so that you will be knitting from right to left. The right hand needle
determines the size of the stitch. Use a smaller needle when picking up stitches after ripping
out stitches or rows. Always use the same needles as you swatched to maintain gauge
throughout your project.
Work increases and decreases at least one or two stitchers in from
the edge. This is called “fully fashioned”.
Update an old sweater by changing the edging or adding embellish
ments such as embroidery, knit flowers, or new buttons.

gleaned from Ravelry

*** RIBBED WATCH CAP ***
SIZE: Child (adult small/medium, adult large in parentheses)
FINISHED CIRCUMFERENCE: 19” (21”, 23”)
GAUGE: 5 stitches / 7 rounds = 1”
MATERIALS: Worsted weight yarn approximately 175 (200, 225) yards: US
size 5 (3.75 mm) and US 7 (4.5 mm) 16” circular knitting needle OR
SIZE NEEDED TO OBTAIN GAUGE; US size 7 double-pointed needles for
crown shaping; stitch markers (use a distinctive color to mark beginning of
round); tapestry needle for finishing
INSTRUCTIONS: With smaller circular knitting needle, cast on 96 (104, 112) stitches with long
tail cast on method. Join, place distinctive marker for beginning of round; be careful not to
twist stitches. Work in knit 2, purl 2 ribbing for 1-1/2 (2, 2-1/2)”. Change to larger needles
and work in rounds of knit 6, purl 2 ribbing until piece measures 6 (6-1/2 - 7)”, increasing 0
(1, 2) stitches at end of last round: 96 (105, 114) stitches.
Crown Shaping (change to double-pointed needles as needed, slip markers every round when
you come to them):
Decrease Round: *Knit 1, ssk (slip, slip, knit), knit 26 (29, 32), knit 2 together (K2tog), knit
1, place marker (m); repeat from * once; repeat from * to beginning of round marker: 90 (99,
108) stitches. Continue to decrease 6 stitches in this manner (decrease 1 stitch in from
marker by ssk and 3 stitches before next marker by K2tog) EVERY OTHER round twice, then
EVERY round until 4 stitches remain between markers. Cut yarn, leaving a 6” tail. Thread
end into tapestry needle and draw through remaining stitches. Pull up tightly and fasten off.
Weave in ends. Add a pompom, if desired.
Pattern adapted with modifications by Kathy Zimmerman from a vintage pattern from Bucilla
Yarn Booklet Volume 318, dated 1940, and interpreted by Helen Waites, “Classic World War II
Watch Cap”. Additional modifications are possible with color blocking, or substituting a 6stitch colorwork or textured pattern for the knit 6 ribs.

*** SMOOTH SHOULDER SEAMS ***
Have you ever knitted a sweater where the shoulder seams didn’t turn out looking the
way you envisioned? Many knitters prefer to knit seamless sweaters for that very reason, but
a seamed shoulder really is better construction. Kathy always says the key to a well-fitting
sweater is the fit at the shoulders: “If the sweater fits you well at the shoulders, it will look
better”.
INTERWEAVE tells us in their September 9, 2022 blog:” To create smooth shoulder
seams, you need to pay attention to two different things: the edges you’re joining and the
way you sew them together.”
Our shoulders slop downward from the neck to the arm. Sweater patterns are often
designed with a similar slope, to give a better fit. If you work a standard bind-off (ex., bind
off 5 stitches at the beginning of the next 4 rows), you’ll be left with a series of stair steps,
which makes it nearly impossible to achieve a smooth edge. Instead, try working a sloped
bind-off with half-step intervals for a smoother curve by replacing the bind off with a series
of short rows. Use a wrap & turn, German short rows, or yarn over short rows — choose the
method you like the best. When the short rows are completed, bind off all the stitches in
preparation for seaming or join the pieces with a three-needle bind-off.
When it’s time to join those smooth edges, nothing beats mattress stitch. The seam it
creates is strong, stable, flexible and inconspicuous.

©On Sutton Place

*** LIL’S PUMPKIN DESSERT ***
This dessert was such a hit at the Laurel Highland Knitting Guild
Pic-knit that we added it to the menu for our “Grab & Go” box for Fall
Fling. Lil G graciously shared it with us — thanks, Lil!
Layered Pumpkin Dessert with yellow cake mix
Ingredients:
1—15 oz. can pumpkin puree
1—12 oz. can evaporated milk
1 cup white sugar
3 eggs
1 tbsp. pumpkin pie spice
1 tsp. cinnamon
1 box yellow cake mix
1/2 cup softened butter
1 cup walnuts or pecans, chopped
Instructions:
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees
2. In a large mixing bowl, beat pumpkin puree, evaporated milk, sugar and eggs until well
mixed.
3. Add pumpkin pie spice and cinnamon. Mix again until well blended.
4. Pour into greased 9” X 13” pan, or two 8” X 8” pans.
5. Combine butter and cake mix, use a fork or your fingers to make sure all the butter is incorporated into the cake mix.
6. Sprinkle cake mix/butter mixture on top of pumpkin mixture.
7. Bake for 20 minutes.
8. Remove from oven and sprinkle nuts on top of cake mix.
9. Bake for 30—40 minutes longer.
10. The top should be golden brown and walnuts roasted. Watch the nuts closely at the end
and cover with foil if they get too dark. A knife inserted into the middle should come out
clean.
11. Serve with whipped cream, ice cream or brown sugar whipped topping.
http://www.onsuttonplace.com/layered-pumpkin-dessert-yellow-cake-mix/

*** GERMAN SHORT ROWS ***
Knowing which short row technique to use in specific situations can be confusing. German
short-rows have become the most popular way to work short rows for a good reason: they’re
easy to knit and they produce excellent results. They can be used to raise the back neck
area on circular yoke sweaters, to shape the shoulder slope on both pullovers and cardigans,
to add bust shaping, and to create a curved hem.
What’s a DS? It’s a pivotal double stitch in the German short row method that closes the
gap between short rows and regular rows. Creating German short rows involves two steps:
turning the work and making the double stitch, abbreviated as DS. Kathy suggests placing a
coilless pin or locking stitch marker into the DS to help locate it. Here’s what stockinette
instructions will look like for a swatch of 30 stitches:
Short Row 1 (right side RS): Knit to last 5 stitches, turn.
Short Row 2 (wrong side WS): DS, purl to last 5 stitches, turn.
Short Row 3: DS, knit to 4 stitches before DS, turn.
Short Row 4: DS, purl to 4 stitches before DS, turn.
Repeat Short Rows 3 & 4 once more.
Next Row (RS): DS, knit to end working DS as a single stitch.
Next Row (WS): purl to end, working DS as a single stitch.
1. Knit across the row until 5 stitches remain on the left needle.
2. Turn the piece so that wrong side is facing . The working yarn should be at the front,
toward you.
3. Slip the next stitch on the left needle to the right needle as if to purl.
4. Bring the working yarn up and over the right needle toward the back. Pull firmly. You
will see both legs of the slipped stitch stretched over the top of the right needle, forming
the double stitch.
5. Move the working yarn into position for the next stitch. In this case, we’ll be purling so
the working yarn is brought to the front.
6. Purl across the row until 5 stitches remain on your left needle.
7. Turn the work so that the right side is facing you. The working yarn should be at the
front, toward you.
8. Slip the next stitch on the left needle to the right needle as if to purl.
9. Bring the working yarn up and over the right needle toward the back. Pull firmly. You
want to see both legs of the slipped stitch stretched over the top of the right needle,
forming the double stitch.
10. Move the working yarn into position for the next stitch. In this case, we’ll be knitting, so
the working yarn is in the back.
11. Knit to 4 stitches before the previous double stitch. Repeat steps 2—6.
12. Purl to 4 stitches before the previous double stitch. Now repeat steps 7—10.
A set of short rows is a pair: one right side row and one wrong side row. When your short
rows are complete, you’ll work two rows to resolve the double stitches and get back to the
edges of your piece. When you come to the double stitches, you will knit or pourl them as if
they were a normal single stitch.
Gleaned from INTERWEAVE September 19, 2022; material by Tech Editor Sandi Rosner
©Tin Can Knits

*** CHARITY KNITTING FOR THE HOLIDAYS ***
Once again, Kathy’s Kreations will be collecting donations of handknitted or
crocheted 100% cotton dishcloths for our winter holiday window display. All
colors, all patterns are welcome to decorate — the more festive, the better!
All items will be donated to the area Food Bank in early 2023.
We are also accepting donations of cold weather items for the Laurel Highlands Knitting Guild CAPS FOR KIDS service project — hats, scarves, mittens,
slippers, socks — all to keep heads, hands and toes warm, in sizes baby to teens
for distribution to area children in need...

© Chris de Longpre

*** CALENDAR OF EVENTS ***
Your safety and well-being are of our utmost concern. All in-shop
events have returned, but please call ahead for space availability. In
accordance with the CDC’s recommendations: “People may choose to
mask at any time. People with symptoms, a positive test, or exposure
to someone with Covid-19 should wear a mask”. Hand sanitizer is avail
able throughout the store and you are encouraged to use it before
shopping. Please check in with our Facebook page (Kathy’s Kreations;
Ligonier, PA) and Instagram (#kathyknitz) for any updated CDC information or changes to our
hours in the event of recent remodeling & painting…
*** OCTOBER 2022 Knit Along (KAL) ***
Although stitching is a solitary activity, knitters and crocheters enjoy gathering to share
their successes, laugh about mistakes, and learn from one another. Stop by on Fridays
during October 2022, 10:00 am—2:00 pm, for our fun knit alongs. When we’re knitting or
crocheting, it’s always happy hour! Not working on the KAL? You’re still welcome to come
— it’s free! Please bring a project purchased at Kathy’s Kreations (maybe one that
doesn’t require much concentration, so that you can engage with the people around you).
Follow us on “We Love Kathy’s” Ravelry group October 2022 thread, Instagram (#kathyknitz)
and Facebook (Kathy’s Kreations; Ligonier, PA)…
*** LET’S KNIT!” Tuesday, October 4, 2022; 1:00 pm—3:00 pm ***
Instructor Karen McCullough presents the final installment of the Snark-o-Meter Shawl, a
colorful way to learn new stitch patterns! Spaces available, see page 4; please call 724-2389320 for details/registration…

*** FORT LIGONIER DAYS ***
Join us for this October happening as we celebrate this festival commemorating the Battle of Fort Ligonier. There will be merchant sidewalk sales (we’ll have hats and accessories
for sale inside and out), food booths on the Diamond, craft booths throughout town,
entertainment, Saturday parade, and activities at Fort Ligonier. Don’t miss out on the fun!
Early Bird merchant sales on Thursday, October 13, 2022 with Fort Days events on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, October 14, 15, and 16, 2022. Kathy’s Kreations will be open extended hours throughout Fort Ligonier Days...
*** BUILDING BLOCKS CLASS SERIES, Tuesday, October 18, 2022, 10:30 am—12:30 pm ***
Instructor Karen McCullough presents the final class of the Building Blocks class series,
“Advanced Decreases” along with finishing tips for completing the afghan squares project .
Spaces available; see page 5; please call 724-238-9320 for details/registration…

*** FUN FRIDAY, October 21, 2022, 10:00 am—2:00 pm ***
Come in for the fun and leave with friendships! Join our knitting community for fellowship, stitching, and how-to’s for projects purchased here. Whether this is your first
project or your hundredth, this is the place for you to learn, grow, connect, and enjoy being
with other knitters and crocheters. RSVP please, as occupancy is limited…
Private knitting and crocheting help is available by appointment. Additional group classes
are forming for groups of 4 or more. Kathy’s Kreations has been the “helpful hands” of experienced knitting for over 42 years!
Autumn makes us feel like starting knitting and crocheting projects. We’ve got projects
you’ll “fall” in love with at first sight. What’s in your queue?
KEEP KNITTING AND CROCHETING!
Kathy

